READING
Week commencing: 16.11.20

Year group: 4

Teacher: Mrs Dickson

Monday – Book Talk - supported
Teaching points

INSET DAY

Questions

INSET DAY

Resources

Tuesday – Book Talk - independent
Teaching points
1

2

3

Noticing
You are thinking about what has
stood out to you about the text so
far.

Impact
You are thinking about words which
stand out to you that the author has
chosen for a reason.

Navigating Genres
You are finding features that are
typical of the genre e.g. headings
and subheadings in non-fiction.

Choose a reading book from home
and read the first two pages
independently. Stop after the
second page and talk about what
has happened so far, focusing
on what has stood out to you about
the characters and setting.
Write and complete this sentence:
An image is created in the reader’s
mind when…

Questions
Continue reading your book from
home and read the next two pages
out loud. Stop after the forth page
and talk about what has happened
thinking about words which have an
impact.
Write and complete this sentence:
As a reader, the impact is…

Continue reading your book from
home and read the next two pages
out loud. Stop after the sixth page
and talk about what has happened
thinking about which genre your
book belongs to and how you
know.
Write and complete this sentence:
We know we are reading a
____________ narrative / story
because…

Resources
Reading book from home / home reader

Wednesday – Cracking Comprehension
Reading Lens
Introduce the text by asking your child what a non-fiction text is. Ask your child to make a list of what they would
expect to find in a non-fiction text (headings, subheadings, facts, pictures, labelled diagrams, did you know boxes).
Read the text “From Spawn to Frog” by Kate Ruttle. Ask them to circle, underline or highlight any unfamiliar words
and talk about their meaning together. Ask your child to read the text again, then read the first question. Highlight
the key words that tell us what to do. Show your child how to find the information needed in the text and model
how to write the answers.

Activities

What is frog spawn?
Noticing
From the first section, find and copy a word that tells you the eggs are together and not
separate.
Language

Why do eggs that are laid in a big ball have a better chance of growing into frogs?
Trawling for
Evidence
Resources
“From Spawn to Frog” by Kate Ruttle (Text 1)

Thursday – Cracking Comprehension
Reading Lens
Introduce the text by asking your child how they know this is a non-fiction text. Ask your child to list the features
they can see (e.g. headings and subheadings, pictures and facts). Ask your child to read the second part of “From
Spawn to Frog” by Kate Ruttle. Ask them to circle, underline or highlight any unfamiliar words and discuss their
meaning together. Ask your child to read each question and highlight the key words – which words tell us what to
do? Answer each question below independently.
Activities
What does the text say a baby frog is called?
Noticing

Language

From the first section, find and copy a word that describes how the tiny tadpole first
uses the weed.

Find and copy two things that the text says the tadpole eats.
Trawling for
Evidence
Resources
“From Spawn to Frog” by Kate Ruttle (Text 2)

Friday – home reader
Teaching points
Ask your child to choose a book from home: it may be any type of text (e.g. fiction, non-fiction, poetry, comic or
magazine). Read together and enjoy sharing their chosen book.

Activity

Pause at different points in the text to find the meaning of any unknown words. Question what is happening at
different points in the text. When you have read for at least 30 minutes, ask your child to complete the book review
sheet about this text.

Resources
Home reading book, book review sheet.
From Spawn to Frog by Kate Ruttle (Text 1)

From Spawn to Frog by Kate Ruttle (Part 2)

Book Review Template

WRITING
Week commencing: 16.11.20

Year group: 4

Teacher: Mrs Dickson

Text for the week: Non-fiction - Holiday brochure for a European city.
Monday: SPaG
Teaching points

INSET DAY

Activities

INSET DAY

Resources

Tuesday: Heading and eating out
Teaching points
1

2

3

Adjectives & precise verb
Watch the video link detailing
popular Italian foods and watch the
M&S food advert. Gather persuasive
language ideas and powerful
adjectives, e.g. melt in the middle,
exclusive, creamy, juicy.

Verb starter
Assemble ‘appetising’ verbs about
the food preparation process –
hand-prepared, layered, drenched,
drizzled, soaked, seasoned,
peppered.
Now gather adverbs, suggesting
great care has been taken –
carefully, lovingly, delicately,
tenderly, gently, passionately.

Slogan
Collect adjectives for ice-cream/
gelato – refreshing, creamy, tangy,
ice-cold, mouth-watering, sweet,
honeyed, tongue-tingling.
Discuss verbs for the adding of
toppings – sprinkled, drizzled,
lavished, topped, heaped, laced,
coated, garnished, decorated.

Gather a bank of ‘tasty’ words –
delicious, flavoursome,
scrumptious, succulent, mouthwatering, exclusive, delectable,
exquisite, divine.
Collect specific vocabulary for a
starter (mozzarella salad) – e.g.
basil-infused, fragrant, moist.
Choose a sub-heading e.g. ‘A taste
of Sicily’.
Then write a sentence about your
starter which includes your choice
of ‘tasty’ words. Include three
adjectives and a precise verb in your
description of a typical Sicilian
starter.
Teacher model: Don’t just settle for
any starter. Come and try a basil-

Activities
Introduce your main course
description with a verb starter.
Teacher model: And to follow?
Lovingly layered with sun-drenched
tomatoes, our pepperoni pizzas are
always hand-made, stone-baked
and freshly-seasoned to order.

Use powerful adjectives to ‘sell’ a
sweet food of Sicily, then finish with
a slogan about the overall dining
out/meal experience.
Teacher model: If you can manage a
pudding, Sicilian ice-cream is out of
this world. Our gelato is the most
mouth-watering, sweet, tonguetingling dessert, lavished with
clotted cream and pistachios. Dining

infused, locally-sourced, succulent
mozzarella salad, drizzled in our
world-renowned Sicilian olive oil.

out in Sicily is no ordinary mealtime
experience – it’s a little taste of
heaven!

Resources
Popular Italian foods: http://slowitaly.yourguidetoitaly.com/popular-foods-of-italy/
M&S advert: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHFKE6PD_6U

Wednesday: Heading and interesting sights
Teaching points
1

2

3

Symbolism
Look at a map of Italy and Sicily.
Imagine Italy as a necklace, with
Sicily as the beautiful pendant/jewel
hanging down.
Create a bank of jewellery words –
crystal, twinkling, sparkling,
diamond, glistening, emerald,
shining.
Watch the video about the Queen’s
jewellery collection for vocabulary
ideas.
Gather verbs for the pendant (Sicily)
– hanging, dangling, adorning,
decorating, draping, gleaming,
swaying, embellishing, enhancing,
gracing.

Simile
Look at the photographs of
gemstones and environmental
features they might be compared to
– e.g. diamonds = rugged cliffs;
sapphire/topaz = beautiful sea;
amber = shimmering golden sand.

Relative clause
Create a bank of jewel-related
relative clauses (starting ‘which’) to
go at the end of a sentence about
the stunning Palermo cathedral –
which is the crown jewel of Sicily;
which is the pearl of the island;
which is one of the island’s many
gems.

Choose a sub-heading e.g. ‘A jewel
to behold’.
Write a sentence using jewellery
imagery to ‘sell’ the whole island.
Include adjectives and verbs from
your collected word bank.
Teacher model: The island is an
emerald-green pendant, hanging
from the necklace of Italy.

Activities
Compare one of the sightseeing
hotspots to a jewel stone. Write a
sentence which includes a simile.
Remember a simile includes ‘like’ or
‘as’. Watch BBC video clip if you
need reminding.
Teacher model: Sightseeing
hotspots include the sea of Cefalu,
shimmering like a blue sapphire and
gently lapping the finest golden
sand.

Write about another place of
interest, adding a jewellery-themed
relative clause at the end.
Teacher model: Also make time for
the ruby amethyst stain-glassed
windows of Palermo cathedral,
which is among the island’s many
gems.

Resources
Queen’s jewellery collection video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNZ_DRahMSo

BBC Bitesize video clip about similes and metaphors:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zfkk7ty/articles/z9tkxfr

Thursday: Heading and adventurous activities

Teaching points
1

Imperative verbs & symbolism
Watch video clip about Sicily to
remind yourself of the interesting
sights and adventurous activities.
Create a mind map, featuring words
and phrases associated with
‘walking/stepping’ – step out, kickstart, trek, step back in time, step by
step, pace, traipse, wander, follow
in the footsteps of.
List some of the outdoor attractions
for walkers – beaches, cliffs, ruins,
citrus groves, olive groves.
Choose a sub-heading e.g. ‘Back in
Time’.
Write a sentence using boot
imagery in your description of one
of the attractions for walkers.
Teacher model: Some say Sicily sits
right at the toe of Italy’s long-legged
boot. So why not get your walking
boots on and kick-start your day
with a trek to see the sublime
sunrise over Mount Etna?

2

3

Adverbs
Generate a bank of ‘intrepid’
adverbs – bravely, courageously,
adventurously, daringly, fearlessly.
Collect persuasive adjectives for the
scenery – remarkable, outstanding,
breath-taking, astonishing, aweinspiring.

Symbolism
Gather a bank of gentle dance
words – waltz, glide, ballet, tango,
rumba, salsa, cha-cha-cha.

Activities
Continue with the boot/stepping
imagery and describe other places
of interest for walkers.
Teacher model: Follow in the
footsteps of the Gods and make
your way up the spectacular ancient
ruins of Erice. Then test your spirit
of adventure as you step bravely
into the unknown with a refreshing
cliff dive.

Link the boot/stepping symbolism
into the dancing/footwork of the
traditional Sicilian entertainers.
Teacher model: And when the sun
sets, you can rest those weary feet
and let our Sicilian entertainers do
the footwork. Unwind and waltz
through an evening of traditional
tunes of the tarantella.

Resources
Sicily video clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_19Z1ntxLY

Friday: SPaG
Teaching points
In class, we have practiced using inverted commas and chosen accurate punctuation for any direct speech. Let’s
remind ourselves of how to do this by watching the BBC Bitesize clip: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zvftsbk
Remember:
• Inverted commas – 66 to start and 99 to end what is being said e.g. “You are amazing!” exclaimed Mrs
Dickson.
• Punctuation goes inside the inverted commas.
• Don’t forget to say who is talking by adding a reporting clause e.g. “You are amazing!” shouted Mrs
Dickson. Or, Mrs Dickson shouted, “You are amazing!”
Activities
When using direct speech, we would normally add a reporting clause to let the reader know who is speaking (this
comes before or after the speech).
Complete the sentences by adding all the correct punctuation in the spaces provided.

Resources
Direct speech BBC Bitesize: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zvftsbk
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MATHS
Week commencing: 16.11.20

Year group: 4

Teacher: Mrs Dickson

Learning focus: Subtraction of numbers within 10 000
Monday
Teaching points

INSET DAY

Activity

INSET DAY

Resources

Tuesday
Teaching points
• Explain to your child the strategy for subtraction when it is necessary to regroup in the ones, tens,
hundreds and thousands columns
E.g. 5146 - 2598:
Step 1 – We cannot subtract the ones because 8 is a larger number than 6, so we regroup the tens and
ones which will leave us with 3 tens and 16 ones. We can now subtract the ones.
Step 2 – We cannot subtract the tens because 9 is larger than 3, so we regroup the hundreds and tens
which will leave us with 0 hundreds and 13 tens. We can now subtract the tens.
Step 3 - We cannot subtract the hundreds because 5 is larger than 0, so we regroup the thousands and
hundreds which will leave us with 4 thousands and 10 hundreds. We can now subtract the hundreds.
Step 4 – We are able to subtract the thousands because 4 is larger than 2.
5146 – 2598 = 2548
Activity
Complete the practice activities on pages 51-56:
• P51-52 Fill in the spaces to show the regrouping in each step
• P53-56 Subtract the numbers regrouping if you need to
Top tip: look carefully at the number on the bottom, if it is larger you need to regroup!
Resources
Practice book activity p. 51-56 (see end of maths section)

Wednesday
Teaching points
• Explain to your child the strategy for subtraction with numbers that have zeros
E.g. 2000 - 257:
Step 1 – Regroup the thousands and hundreds. 2 thousands = 1 thousand 10 hundreds.
Step 2 – Regroup the hundreds and tens. 10 hundreds = 9 hundreds 10 tens.
Step 3 - Regroup the tens and ones. 10 tens = 9 tens 10 ones.
Step 4 – We are able to subtract the ones first, then the tens, next the hundreds, finally the thousands.

2000 – 257 = 1743

Activity
Complete the text book activities on pages 52-54:
• P52 Subtract the numbers (at the bottom of the page).
• P53 Play the subtraction game with your grown up.
• P54 Solve the subtraction word problems.
Top tip: You may need to go all the way to the thousands to regroup!
Resources
Text book activity p. 52-54 (see end of maths section)

Thursday
Teaching points
Recap on the subtraction of numbers that have zeros method from Wednesday’s teaching points.

Activity
Complete the practice book activities on pages 57-58:
• P57 Subtract the numbers.
• P58 Solve the subtraction word problem
Top tip: Underline the key information in the word problem!
Resources
Practice book activity p. 57-58 (see end of maths section)

Friday
Teaching points
Times table practice focusing particularly on our 3s.
Watch the video clip to see how to do the 3 times table trick (see resources)
Follow the instructions (similar to a noughts and crosses grid) to help you learn the 3 times table.
Complete the test grid for the 2s, 5s and 10s (which we have already practiced) and the 3s (see resources) –
see how many you get correct in 2 minutes.
Activity
Complete the following times table activities:
• Times Table Rockstars – 10 minutes practice
• Complete the test grid again – see if you are able to answer more questions within 2 minutes and improve
your accuracy.
Resources
3 times table trick: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EnM_oiRycwo
Times Table Rockstars: https://ttrockstars.com/

Practice book activities 51-56:

Text book activities p. 52-54:

Practice book activities p. 57-58:

Times Table Rockstars test grid:
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Weekly planner
Week commencing: 16.11.20

Year group: 4

Teacher: Mrs Dickson

Religious Education
Teaching points
This week we begin our new topic ‘Gifts’.
Our big question is: What’s so special about gifts?
Using the big question complete your ‘I think, I know and I wonder’ board:
• What do you think is special about gifts?
• What do you already know is special about gifts?
• What questions do you have about gifts and how special they are?
Write at least 3 ideas for each.
The gift of love and friendship.
Listen to the song ‘lean on me’ and look at the lyrics in the video. Think about how the gifts of love and friendship
will make demands on the giver and require commitment and loyalty.
Read Leah’s story. Think about what her gift was and what qualities are important in a friend. What can we offer to
others in friendship?
Activities
Within the gift template write a character description of a good friend. What qualities do they have? What gifts do
they bring to the friendship? Explain why it is important to have these qualities.
Reflect on the gifts of love and friendship.
Think about all the gifts people share with you: all the love, care, time, patience, fun and encouragement they give
you. What gift are you most grateful for?
Write what you are most grateful for underneath your gift template.
Resources
Lean on me song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jrlhn1H1EWw
Leah’s story:
Leah was born with a defective heart and, although she had several operations, she was still unable to do many of
the things that girls of her age liked to do. Most of the time, she was confined to a wheelchair and could not enjoy
games, dancing or active sport.
But she had one special gift – she was good at making friends. She always had time for people. She was always
there for them.
She had lots of friends, not only of her own age, but also young friends like Peter and Mia, the twins (who were only
six), and Mrs Page, who was almost eighty. The twins came each day after school with their Mum and brought lots
of fun and joy into Leah’s life.
Leah found that she could also help the twins, for she had lots of time and patience. Both Peter and Mia were
finding reading difficult. So, each day, Leah had a special book to read with them. They loved to come and read the
stories, and their Mum was happy to see them beginning to enjoy reading.
Most afternoons, Leah went around in her wheelchair to see Mrs Page who lived all alone and looked forward to
Leah’s visits. They enjoyed one another’s company. Mrs Page taught Leah to knit and crochet and they made lots of
blankets for people who needed them and toys for Bring & Buy sales.
Gift template:

Science
Teaching points
This week, we are continuing with our new topic: States of Matter.
Our big question is: Why do states matter?
Look at the two pictures show in resources – what is happening in each of these pictures? What is affecting the
state of matter? Discuss this with your grown up.
The answer is temperature! Temperature is a measure of how hot or cold something is and is usually measured in
Degrees Celsius. Sometimes, it is shown in Fahrenheit when looking at weather reports. We measure temperature
using a thermometer.
Look at your local weather on BBC Weather (link in resources) – what happens to the weather across the day? Why
do you think this happens? Discuss as a pair.
This week, we are going to experiment using temperature. We are going to see how temperature affects paper
towels/kitchen roll when drying.
Activities
For this experiment, you will need: 3 paper towels, room temperature water, three different places with different
temperatures (e.g. a radiator, a fridge and a window sill)
Before you begin, predict what you think will happen by completing this sentence – I think that the towel that is
kept ________ will dry first because… Also, discuss what needs to be the same in your test (e.g. size of paper towel,
amount of water, how long you will leave the towels for) to make it a fair test.
Wet each towel using the same amount of water (25-50ml) and leave to dry in each of those places. Check after an
hour and write down what you see. Was your prediction correct? Try to add your scientific knowledge to your
explanation.
Resources
Paper towels, water, pictures below

History/Geography/Art
Teaching points
Our new topic is called “Why is Newcastle such a cool place to live?”
Over the next half term, we will be looking at the city of Newcastle and why so many people choose to live and visit
this area. Begin by completing the mind map about what you already know about the city of Newcastle upon Tyne.
Then, fill in what you would like to find out over this topic (Pre-learning task - see resource section).
Newcastle is the largest city in the North East and is home to many monuments including St. James’ Park and the
Tyne and Millennium bridges. Ship building used to be a huge part of the industry in the North East but as this has
declined, new jobs have been created in other areas. Famous people from the region include Ant and Dec, Alan
Shearer and Catherine Cookson.
This week, we are going to have a look at the history of Newcastle. We will be looking at the history of Newcastle
but also how the population has changed since the 1900’s.
Activities
Our topic begins by having a look at some of the key events in Newcastle’s history. Look at the events below (see
resource). Using the dates; help your child to place them in order from the earliest to the latest. Once you have
done this, using a piece of paper, create your own timeline displaying these events.

When complete, have a look at the attached website. Notice how the population of Newcastle has changed over
the last 100 years. Using your time line, finish this sentence to explain why you think this might have happened.
“I think the population has changed because….”

Resources
Pre-learning task below.
Timeline events below.
Population website -https://www.macrotrends.net/cities/22887/newcastle-upon-tyne/population

Pre-learning task:

Timeline:

2001
Millennium Bridge is opened

1882
A drapers shop in Newcastle becomes
the first shop in the world to be lit by
electricity.
1980’s
1876
Shipyards across the North East began The Swing Bridge is built
to close permanently. More and more
people lose their jobs and have no work
in the North East.
1933
1882
Shipyard closures begin to affect the
The Church of St Nicholas is made a
North East, many people lose their
cathedral. Newcastle becomes a city.
jobs and 200 workers from nearby
Jarrow decide to march to London.
1080
1928
The Normans build a fort to safeguard The Tyne Bridge is built
the crossing of the River Tyne. Soon a
town grows up in the shadow of the
castle.
1750
1773 – 1781
The population of Newcastle is around A bridge is built over the River Tyne
20,000 people.
1900
1294
Redheugh Road Bridge is built
A shipbuilding industry has begun in
Newcastle. In the late 13th century, walls
are built around Newcastle.

SPELLING
Week commencing: 16.11.20

Year group: 4

Spelling rule this week:

Monday
Teaching
INSET DAY
Activity

Teacher: Mrs Dickson

Spelling rule this week:

Year 1 & 2 Common Exception Words
(in school we would be having collective worship instead of spellings today – you could
try this spelling task).
Tuesday
Teaching
Below you will find a list of Year 1 and 2 Common Exception Words (CEW).
These are words that you cannot use your phonic knowledge to decode to spell. You need to learn these
from memory or by sight.
Activity
Choose six words from the list that you find tricky and practice spelling them in a squiggle as many times as
you can (see picture for an example of a ‘squiggle’).

Spelling rule this week:

Unit 8: Words with the sh sound spelt ch

Wednesday
Teaching
Read the information below all about your new spelling rule.
Complete the dots and dashes task.

Activity
Read the information, the sound box and the words.
Sometimes the sh sound is spelt ch.
It can come at the beginning, middle or end of a word.
sh
si
ti
ci
ch
Say the sounds after three: one, two, three... Go!
sh
si
ti
ci
ch
I've found some words we use that have the sh sound written as ch. Practice saying each word. Remember it has
the soft sh sound.
chef
charade
chalet
chandelier
chute
machine
brochure
moustache
parachute
Weird word warning!
The final t in chalet is silent because it is a French word we have borrowed.
Some of these words are not used very often. Let’s see their meanings. Can you guess which words will go next to
the definitions? Turn your brains on! Remember that ch in these words makes the sh sound.
chalet

chandelier

chute brochure

definition
something to slide down

words with sh
sound spelt ch
chute

a booklet containing information
a small wooden cabin
a large hanging light with branches
Homophone alert!

Chute – I loved sliding down the water chute at the fair.
Shoot – We won the match after a penalty shoot out!

brochure
chalet
chandelier

Spelling rule this week:

Unit 8: Words with the sh sound spelt ch
Thursday
Teaching
Re-read the information above about your spelling rule this week.
A root word is a basic word with no prefix or suffix added to it (a prefix is a string of letters that go at the start of
a word; a suffix is a string of letters that go at the end of a word). Look at the table below and write in the root
word for each of the words listed. Then, complete the sentences using the correct word from each word family by
playing the game ‘Choose the right word’.

Activity
Word changers:

Choose the correct word:

Spelling rule this week:

Unit 8: Words with the sh sound spelt ch
Friday
Teaching
Re-read the information above about your spelling rule this week. Explain the spelling rule to somebody at
home.
Use the spelling cards below to test yourself with the spelling rule. Sort the words into hardest to spell on the
bottom of the pile and easiest to spell on the top. Then ask someone at home to read out the spelling and you
write it down. Look at the spelling and mark your answer. Correct it if you have spelt it incorrectly.

Activity
Team teach:

